
ODD PROPERTIES GET A RENOVATION RE-DO IN NEW HGTV SERIES
‘FIX MY FRANKENHOUSE’ PREMIERING SUNDAY, APRIL 23, AT 9 PM ET/PT

New York [March 23, 2023] Hodge-podge properties with odd additions and piecemeal
redesigns will get a renovation re-do in the new HGTV series Fix My Frankenhouse, premiering
Sunday, April 23, at 9 p.m. ET/PT and available to stream the same day on discovery+. In the
six-episode season, Boston-based home renovation experts and husband-wife team Mike and
Denese Butler will fix these “Frankenstein” houses and create fresh floor plans that work for
today’s families. After uncovering major issues caused by wonky layouts, misplaced staircases
and maze-like hallways, Mike will employ his construction know-how to create a functional flow,
while Denese will capture their clients' style with custom finishes. By blending elements of the
older homes’ charm with modern design, the couple will produce stunning, cohesive spaces for
homeowners.

“Over time, different owners can make changes to a home and eventually turn it into a
‘frankenhouse,’” said Mike. “Solving problems for families living in these types of homes is my
favorite part of the job. To fix the houses, I shake up the floor plans and build new layouts that
actually function.”

“Once we have the updated layout in place, I restore flow to the home with cohesive modern
design,” said Denese. “Sometimes our clients don’t know what they want, but it’s my job to help
them navigate through the design process. Mike and I create a new identity for their house and
show them that the home of their dreams was there all along.”

To start the series, Mike and Denese will take on an early 1900s family property wrought with
tight and dysfunctional spaces, but brimming with special historic features. To restore order to
the home, they’ll tear down walls, create an open kitchen and dining area, and build a large
mudroom and spa-like bathrooms that exude modern farmhouse style. As the season
continues, Mike and Denese will overcome choppy rooms and wasted square footage for more
clients and work with their dads, master carpenters John Butler and Peter Doyle, to deliver
one-of-a-kind projects for each family, including an island with a built-in bench seat and a
repurposed antique chest.

HGTV’s digital and social platforms will offer exclusive Fix My Frankenhouse content at
HGTV.com and by following @HGTV and #FixMyFrankenhouse on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram
and TikTok. Fans also can follow Mike (@thehandybutler) and Denese (@denesebutler) on
Instagram.

Fix My Frankenhouse is produced by High Noon Entertainment.
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ABOUT HGTV
HGTV delivers families with relatable stories, superstar real estate and renovation experts and
amazing home transformations that inspire a passionate audience. For anyone seeking
entertaining and aspirational home and lifestyle content, HGTV is the place to be. HGTV offers: a
top 10 cable network that is distributed to 77 million U.S. households; a website, HGTV.com,
that attracts an average of 11 million people each month; a social footprint of nearly 29 million;
HGTV Magazine, a monthly publication that reaches more than one million readers; and
exclusive collections of home-oriented products through the HGTV Home® consumer products
line. HGTV content also is available on discovery+, the definitive non-fiction, real life
subscription streaming service available on most mobile and connected TV devices.

Viewers can become fans of HGTV and interact with other home improvement enthusiasts
through Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, Instagram and TikTok. HGTV is owned by Warner Bros.
Discovery, a leading global media and entertainment company available in more than 220
countries and territories and 50 languages whose portfolio also includes Discovery Channel,
CNN, DC, Eurosport, HBO, HBO Max, Food Network, OWN, Investigation Discovery, TLC,
Magnolia Network, TNT, TBS, truTV, Travel Channel, MotorTrend, Animal Planet, Science
Channel, Warner Bros. Pictures, Warner Bros. Television, Warner Bros. Games, New Line
Cinema, Cartoon Network, Adult Swim, Turner Classic Movies, Discovery en Español, Hogar de
HGTV and others. For more information, please visit www.wbd.com.
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